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ADP Announces Further Investment in
the Future of Pay with Opening of New
Costa Mesa, CA O�ce
Last October, ADP acquired Global Cash Card in Orange County, triggering
investments in the area as ADP took notice of the immense amount of local
technology, talent and opportunity. The Costa Mesa o�ce space ensures a variety of
talent as it will ...

Jan. 22, 2019

ADP has announced the opening of a new of�ce in Costa Mesa, Calif. dedicated to
Wisely by ADP and the future of pay.  This opening demonstrates ADP’s commitment
to the area of Orange County as well as the continuously expanding commitment to
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the pay space, with investments in both �rst-in-class technology and innovation. 
The of�ce of�cially opened yesterday, January 21 , with a celebratory ribbon cutting.

Last October, ADP acquired Global Cash Card in Orange County, triggering
investments in the area as ADP took notice of the immense amount of local
technology, talent and opportunity.  The Costa Mesa of�ce space ensures a variety of
talent as it will house employees dedicated solely to Wisely by ADP and future of pay
programs.

The building will be in the MET Costa Mesa, a complex aiming to replicate modern-
day tech campuses while also combining a startup mentality backed by the power
and resources of ADP.  This center will be the heart of the Wisely by ADP program
with a top-notch tech team made up of engineers, coders and researchers.

“The Costa Mesa of�ce emphasizes ADP’s focus on innovation in an area that fosters
technology and talent, while bettering the lives of companies’ employees through
�nancial wellness,” said Doug Politi, President, Compliance Solutions.  “Innovation
behind the future of pay is increasingly important in today’s workplace and deserves
the attention of a fully staffed team and inspiring workplace.”

Wisely by ADP is a unique way for people to manage, budget and save their take
home pay.  As one of the world’s largest providers of payroll and HR software
solutions, ADP recognized a unique opportunity to help individuals transform the
way they manage their money and lead them to a better, more educated and
successful �nancial future.  This people-centric solution empowers workers to better
understand where their money goes, and how to keep more of it. 

For more information, visit www.adp.com/wisely.
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